
Fashion
& More



Don’t just drive Suzuki. Make it a Way of Life!

When a driving experience blows your mind, the 

desire to extend it is only natural. So whether  

you’re all about burning rubber off two tyres or 

gripping challenging surfaces with the latest  4x4 

vehicle technology, the Suzuki Fashion & More 

range is perfect for getting your hands on 

more  of that original Way of Life! And on some 

perfect  gear and accessories, too - from stylish 

women’s  tops and all-weather jackets to protec-

tive integral helmets and much, much more. 
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Vintage Automobile
Vintage Motorbike

Kids
Marine



Fashion
Vintage

Automobile
Combine nostalgia, individuality 
and authentic comfort with the 
latest styles: try Suzuki‘s Vintage 
look on for size!

6

1 Suzulight ladies‘ hoodie*
cotton, sizes: XS–XL

990F0-FLSW2-Size

2 Hamamatsu hoodie
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FMSW1-Size

3 Cap
cotton

990F0-FCAP1-000

21

4  Nippon hooded jacket*
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FMJC1-Size

5 Heritage T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FMTS3-Size

7

4

3

5

*while stocks last



6 Hamamatsu hooded jacket
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FMJC2-Size

7 Hamamatsu ladies‘ top
95 % cotton / 5 % elastane,
figure-hugging, 
sizes: XS–XL

990F0-FLLS1-Size

8

7

6

Fashion
Vintage

Automobile

10 Geisha ladies‘ hoodie
cotton, sizes: S–XL

990F0-FLSW1-Size

11  Hamamatsu t-shirt*
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FMTS1-Size

12  Samurai polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FMPL1-Size

12

8 Beanie
cotton / mesh 

990F0-FBEAN-000

9 Racing jacket
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FMJC3-Size
9

9

8

10

11

*while stocks last
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Fashion
Vintage 

Motorbike

3

2 Heritage cap 
cotton, one size

990F0-FAS00-CAP

1 Neat jacket
cotton, figure-hugging, 
sizes: XS–XL

990F0-FAS90-Size
1

11

2

3 Jacket
leather, sizes: S–3XL 

990F0-FAS95-Size

Whether you were born to be wild  
or have just developed a  taste 
for the road recently – Suzuki‘s 
 nostalgic Vintage style makes any 
biker feel comfortably dressed for 
the occassion.



4 Angel ladies‘ polo shirt*
95 % cotton / 5 % elastane, figure-hugging, 
sizes: XS–XL

990F0-FAS60-Size

5 Heritage garage shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FAS20-Size

6 Classic racing T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FAS30-Size

Fashion
Vintage 

Motorbike

12

6

5

7 Heritage polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FAS10-Size

7

13

*while stocks last

4
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8 MX hoodie 
cotton, sizes: S–3XL 

990F0-FAS85-Size

9 MX cap
cotton / mesh, one size 

990F0-FAS05-CAP

9

8

10 MX polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-FAS05-Size

Fashion
Vintage 

Motorbike

15
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Fashion
Kids

16

1

17

3 Comforter 
white with S-Mark and band, 
polypropylene / silicone

990F0-MSILE-NCE

2

Fashion & More Kids settles it, 
once and for all; there’s nothing 
like getting a head start – espe-
cially if it looks as good as this!

1 Kiddy Swift Sport
red, including whisper wheels, TÜV- 
and CE-approved. Made in Germany.

990F0-SWIFT-KID

2 Team Suzuki kids‘ T-shirt
cotton, children‘s size: 4–6 years

990F0-BLU65-4U6

cotton, children‘s size: 6–8 years

990F0-BLU65-6U8

3
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8 Swift kids‘ cap*
cotton / mesh
one size

990F0-SWF00-CAP

7

5

6 Kiddy GSX-R bike
wood from well-managed forests,
CE approved, bio-paint, 
3–5 years

990F0-KIDDI-MOT

19

Fashion
Kids

4 Swift kids‘ T-shirt performance*
cotton, children‘s size: 4–6 years

990F0-SWF07-4U6

cotton, children‘s size: 6–8 years 

990F0-SWF07-6U8

5 Team Suzuki teddy
(pictured in front)
plush, blue, white

990F0-TEDDY-TEM

5 Rally teddy
(pictured at the back) 
plush, black, white

990F0-TEDDY-RAL

4

7 Swift kids’ longsleeve*
cotton, children‘s size: 4–6 years

990F0-SWF05-4U6

cotton, children‘s size: 6–8 years

990F0-SWF05-6U8

6

8

*while stocks last



Fashion
Marine
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Need something to go with 
your 300 outboard horsepower? 
 Waterproof, breathable and 
stylish, the Suzuki Marine range 
is bound to rock the boat!

1  Marine functional vest 
100 % polyester, waterproof / breathable 
up to 10000 mm in water column tests, unisex
sizes: XS–3XL. 

990F0-MAR20-Size

2 Marine functional jacket 
laminated teslan, waterproof / breathable 
up to 10000 mm in water column tests, unisex
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-MAR10-Size

21

1

2
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4 Marine cap outboard
100 % cotton,
one size

990F0-MAR00-CAP

3 Marine bag
100 % cotton, volume 60l

990F0-MARIN-BAG

5 Marine T-shirt outboard
100 % cotton, unisex,
sizes: XS-3XL

990F0-MAR40-Size

7 Marine bathing shorts
100 % cotton, featuring 
a full inner mesh support liner, 
sizes S-3XL

990F0-MAR50-Size

6 Marine cap navy
100 % cotton, one size

990F0-MAR05-CAP

Fashion
Marine

3

4

5

6

7
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8  Marine polo navy
100 % cotton, sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-MAR30-Size

8

10  Marine flip-flops
PVC, sizes: 36–46 

990F0-MARFF-Size

10

9

9  Floating keyring
a 100 % PVC lifeguard that keeps 
your keys from drowning

990F0-MAR00-KEY



Sport
Off-Road

Motorbike
Motocross



Sport
Off-Road

26

Off the beaten track may be 
where all the adventure is – but 
that‘s no reason to dress down 
for the occassion. Especially 
not, when we have the gear to 
suit your spirit!

1  Off-road cap
100 % cotton, 
one size

990F0-OF000-CAP

1

3
3 Off-road belt

cotton, approx. 160 cm long, 
can be shortened

990F0-OFBLT-000

27

2 Adventure cap*
cotton

990F0-OFCAP-000

2

*while stocks last



Sport
Off-Road

5 Off-road cargo pants
100 % cotton, 
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-OF010-Size

28
4 Off-road camouflage jacket

100 % polyester,
sizes: S–3XL 

990F0-CAMJC-Size

6

6 Off-road short cargo pants
100 % cotton, 
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-OF020-Size 29

8
8 Off-road T-shirt

100 % cotton,
sizes: S–3XL 

990F0-OF030-Size

*while stocks last

7  Adventure leisure jacket*
cotton, detachable hood, 
sizes: S–3XL

990F0-OFJAC-Size

7

5

4



Sport
Motorbike

The last thing you want to do when 
you‘re busy negotiating bends is 
worry about safety or style. And 
with these sports bikers‘ gems, you 
won‘t have to!

30

2

2 Racing gloves
Durable goatskin, nappa and Suzuki branded  
PU piping on the outside, a sturdy knit / polyester /
Kevlar® lining: with these hightech, preformed  
racing gloves complete with medium padding,  
protectors for the navicular bone and gel 
 cushions, your hands stay optimally protected. 
And the stretch palms and thumbs, deep cuffs, 
suede fingertip applications, airvents  and 
hook-and-loop size adjusters  guarantee 
perfect fit, grip and comfort, too.

blue / white / black, sizes: XS–XXL

990F0-GLO60-Size

31

3 Racing gloves
For description see 2,

black / grey, sizes: XS–XXL

990F0-GLO40-Size

1 Touring gloves
The outer material is a mix of cool leather 
(Goatnappa) and Airguard® 500D. For 
maximum  safety, the glove is preformed, 
sandwich  padded and fitted with Keprotec® 
and 3M piping. The membrane is made of a 
Sympatex® Z-Liner. 

blue, size: XS–XXL

990F0-STEX5-Size

black, size: XS–XXL

990F0-STEX6-Size

1

3

4 Leather touring gloves
Wrap safety around your little 
finger – and the other four, too! 
Thanks to their extra palm 
 padding, preformed fingers 
and  excellent fit, these genuine,  
lightweight leather touring 
 gloves with a mix of Airguard® 
500D and reflective Nyspan and 
a full Polyester lining offer all 
the protection, comfort and 
 style you could ask for.

black / grey, sizes: XS–XXL

990F0-GLO80-Size

4



5 Touring jacket long   6 Sport touring jacket short
With Airguard® 500 D and two layers over all CE marked 
(EN1621-1 / EN1621-2) shoulder, elbow and back protectors,  
this double Dynax special complete with 3M Scotchline 
and same-coloured double stitching offers the outer shell 
you need for maximum safety – and the inner lining, too! 
While  Suzuki-branded 210 T Taffeta and a high-grade  Z-Liner 
membrane (100 % waterproof and breathable) provide the 
 basics for a comfortable ride, a two-vent front and rear 
air-control system and the attached Lorica® neck warmer 
(included only with 990F0-STEX1-Size and 990F0-STEX2-Size) 
set you up, whatever the weather. For a more individual fit, 
elbow protectors can be adjusted into one of two positions 
and stretch material along the inner arm and side promises 
comfort even on long tours. Team this gem up with Suzuki’s 
touring pants (990F0-STEX4-Size) by means of the long con-
necting zipper for a perfectly comfortable ride – or use the 
short zipper to connect other manufacturers‘ garments.

Touring jacket long 5 

black / grey, sizes: XS–4XL

990F0-STEX1-Size

blue / white / black, sizes: XS–4XL

990F0-STEX2-Size

Sport touring jacket short 6 

blue / white / black, sizes: XS–4XL

990F0-STEX3-Size

7 Neckwarmer
Lorica®,
only included with 990F0-STEX1-Size 
and 990F0-STEX2-Size, black, one size

990F0-SNECK-000

Sport
Motorbike

7
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10 Touring pants
Similar to the touring jacket, the Suzuki 
touring pants promise nothing but com-
fort and safety. From the Airguard® 500D 
outer shell, complete with adjustable 
Dynax-padded, CE marked (EN1621-1)
knee protectors, 3M Scotchline features,
coloured double stitching and an Alcan-
tara© seat patch for more grip to the 
Suzuki-branded 210 T Taffeta lining and 
high-grade Z-Liner membrane (100 % 
waterproof and breathable), this touring  
all-rounder truly leaves nothing to be 
desired, come rain or shine. While the 
two-vent front air-control system and 
stretch material across the groin and 
knees lets you balance out all climates, 
the special long zipper lets you connect 
your touring jacket (990F0-STEX1-Size /
990F0-STEX2-Size) and your sport 
jacket (990F0-STEX3-Size) – or jackets 
from other manufacturers via the short 
zipper.

black, sizes: XS–4XL

990F0-STEX4-Size

33

10

6

9

9 Mesh jacket
Full speed ahead, but safety first: 
choose this verstaile mesh jacket with 
Airguard® 500D outer layer and mesh 
 lining for its high safety performance, 
style and various special features.  
While the 3M Scotchlite, the coloured 
double stitching and the CE marked
(EN1621-1/EN1621-2) protectors 
for your shoulders, elbows and back 
 promise maximum safety, the specially 
 developed comfort collar system, 
the high-grade detachable Z-Liner 
membrane (100 % waterproof and 
breathable) and the long connecting 
zipper for the touring pant (990F0-
STEX4-Size) and the short zipper for 
other manufacturers‘ garments make 
for a perfectly comfortable ride.

black / grey, sizes: XS–XXL

990F0-STEX7-Size

5
8 Team Suzuki GSX-R Rider Jacket

Lightweight leisure: for a summer jacket 
that has all the shoulder and elbow protec-
tion you need, this stylish item looks really 
good worn off the bike, too.

blue / white / black, sizes: XS–4XL

990F0-TEAMJ-Size

8

5

5



  

11  Suzuki GSX-R one-piece racing 
leathers*

Multi-tasking, Suzuki-style: made of 
1.2 to 1.4 mm thick cowhide, these 
exclusive  Suzuki racing leathers’ elastic 
inserts in the leg, groin and shoulder 
regions as well as front and rear airflow 
system are sure to keep you comfor-
table. At the same time, safety seams 
and detachable SaS-Tec-CE protectors 
on elbows, knees, shoulders and back, 
along with the carbon fibre applications 
on the shoulders, elbows and knees 
provide you with ample protection. 
Lastly, the leathers also offer you all the 
advantages of their aerodynamic back 
hump. Now who said doing more than 
one thing at a time wasn’t possible?

blue / white / black, men’s sizes: 48–58

990F0-1PC10-0 and size

Sport
Motorbike

12 Replacement knee sliders
Supplied as a set

990F0-SLIDE-SET

13 Knee slider cover pads
(no illustration)
Detachable leather cover 
pads with velcro

990F0-COVER-PAD

12

11

34

14

15

14  Suzuki GSX-R two-piece sport 
leathers*

Technically identical to the one-piece, 
the two-piece sets itself apart with a 
robust  metal zip fastener that can com-
bine  jackets and pants of different sizes.

blue / white / black, Men’s sizes: 48–60

jacket: 990F0-JAC10-M and size
pant: 990F0-PAN10-M and size

blue / white / black, ladies‘ sizes: 36–42

jacket: 990F0-JAC10-L and size
pant: 990F0-PAN10-L and size

15 Suzuki two-piece sport leathers*
Technically identical to the one-piece, the 
two-piece sets itself apart with a  robust 
metal zip fastener that can combine 
 jackets and pants of different sizes. Also 
ideal for GSR, Bandit and SV riders.

black / grey, men’s sizes: 48–60,

jacket: 990F0-JAC20-M and size
pant: 990F0-PAN20-M and size

black / grey, ladies‘ sizes: 36–42

jacket: 990F0-JAC20-L and size
pant: 990F0-PAN20-L and size

35

*while stocks last
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*while stocks last

16 Suzuki Dainese two-piece sport leathers*
Available as a set, these two-piece Suzuki racing leathers 
 combine everyday usability with a race-day feel. All technical
 features such as TECHNO protectors, Titan inserts on the shoul-
ders and detachable elbow and knee protectors were made 
using the latest technology. Jacket and pant fasten together with 
a  robust metal zip fastener and both items‘ elastic fabric and 
 leather inserts promise extreme comfort, mobility and safety. 
The leathers also feature an aerodynamic anti-shock back hump.

blue / white, men’s sizes: 48–60

990F0-DCBLU-Size

black / grey, men’s sizes: 48–60

990F0-DCBLK-Size



17

17 Integral helmet*
ECE-22-05 tested, the SHOEI XR 1000 features exclusive GSX-R 
design, detachable and washable cheek pads, a quick-change, 
anti-misting visor using the pinlock system, a double D-ring 
fastener  and a spoiler for optimum aerodynamics. The external 
shell is made of fibreglass and multi-fibre.
sizes: XS–XL

with GSX-R logo 
blue / white

99000-79N12-E-Size

without GSX-R logo 
black / silver

99000-79N12-F-Size

17

Sport
Motorbike

18 Jet helmet*
The Suzuki Jet helmet developed by HJC 
has a thermoplastic synthetic shell and  a 
large visor, forehead ventilation, ECE-22-05 
seal of approval and click fastener.

matt black, sizes: XS–XL

990D0-HEJTB-Size

silver, sizes: XS–XL

990D0-HEJTS-Size

39

When it comes to protecting  
you, we like to stay ahead. That‘s 
why our helmets are all seasonal 
items. As a result,  supply bottle-
necks may occur in some sizes. 
If you need help, just ask your 
Suzuki dealer for more details.

18

*while stocks last

38



19 System helmet*
This Suzuki System helmet was developed in 
 co-operation with HJC and features a fibreglass  
outer shell as well as a thermoplast and aluminium  
chin piece that can conveniently be opened 
with one hand, an ECE-22-05 seal of approval, 
 washable lining and a key lock.  
black, sizes: XS–XXL 

990D0-HEFUB-Size

Sport
Motorbike

19

21

20 Back protector
Keep your spine safe with this 
protective shell.

for heights from 165 cm to 175 cm
990F0-PROTC-00L

for heights from 175 cm to 183 cm
990F0-PROTC-0XL

21 Kidney belt
windbreaking, stabilising and 
breathable, black

sizes:
S (70–80 cm), M (80–90 cm), 
L (90–100 cm), XL (100–110 cm)

990F0-SBELT-Size

20

22

22 Cruiser helmet*
The Suzuki Cruiser helmet, developed 
in co-operation with HJC, has a fibreglass  
Kevlar® multi-fibre outer shell and features  
CoolMax® lining, an ECE-22-05 seal of 
 approval and a convenient key lock. 
 Integral and system helmets do not fit  
for Shoei or jet helmets.
black, sizes: XS–XXL

990D0-HEITB-Size

41

23 Backpack
Take it, don‘t leave it: With this sophisticated carrier 
system designed specially for motorbike riders, days of 
cramming things awkwardly into motorbike clothing are 
gone. Enjoy optimum support and high wearing comfort 
even at high speed and with heavy loads. Features an 
integrated rain hood, helmet net, bottle holder, mobile 
phone pocket, eyelets to let a cable through and inside 
pocket for intercom or MP3 player.
black / grey.

Big (Touring) 990D0-04129-000

23

*while stocks last
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24 Backpack
Conquer the great outdoors with this sturdy all-rounder: 
from ergonomically formed bottle holder to eyelet-fitted 
pockets for your mobile phone, intercom or MP3 player, 
integrated rainhood, helmet net and enough space for 
your laptop, this practical Suzuki backpack  makes sure 
your stuff stays dry and in one piece - whatever adventure 
you may embark on. black / grey.

Small (Sport) 990F0-BACK0-001

40
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Motocross
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Desperate for a style that suits 
your need for adrenaline as well 
as that for safety? Then we dare 
you to try this on for size. 

43

2

2 Motocross shirt
polyester, sizes: XS–XXL

990F0-MXSHT-SIZE

1 Motocross helmet
Crafted from Dyneema®-Carbon-Aradimic Fibre 
Epoxy Resin, this light (about 1250 to 1290 
grammes), ECE 22/05, BSI and SNELL-T/V standard 
piece of equipment offers comfort features 
such as adjustable front vents, chin vents and 
rear vents with aerodynamically designed 
rims for overall cooling, a top air  extractor and 
exchangeable visor. The CoolMax® lining is 
washable and removable and wearers benefit 
from safety features such as the double D-ring 
fastener and hand-laminated exterior shell. 
sizes: XS–XXL

990F0-MXHLM-SIZE

1



 

Sport
Motorcross
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3 Motocross pants
Go for excellent fit to benefit from maximum mobility, climate 
 control and flexibility: made of robust material, these stylish 
 motocross pants feature an adjustable strap, protective supports 
and detachable foam pads at the hips. 
sizes: XS–XXL

990F0-MXPAN-SIZE

3

45

4 Motocross gloves
Fit like a glove: while strech inserts 
and preformed fingers guarantee 
comfort and flexibility, the PU knuckle 
shell and coloured safety stitches add 
the necessary protective features.
sizes: S–XXL

990F0-MXGLO-SIZE

4

3



Leisure
Blue

Yellow
Black

Be a fan and show 
your true colours – needless 
to say blue,  yellow and black 
are this season’s choice!
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Leisure
Blue 

Collection

3

1 Team jacket snowboard style
polyester, iPod®1-pocket, mobile 
phone pocket, detachable hood,
unisex, sizes: XXS–3XL

990F0-BLU80-Size

2 Team cap
cotton, one size

990F0-BLU00-CAP

1

1

2

3 Team lanyard
PVC / metal, one size

990F0-BLU00-LAN

1iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 
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Leisure
Blue 

Collection

6

6 Blue Team softshell jacket
polyester, unisex
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-BLU52-Size

4

5 Blue Team cap
cotton, one size

990F0-BLU02-CAP

5

4 Blue Team functional jacket
100 % polyester, laminated teslan, 
column-tested waterproof / breathable to 
up to 3000 mm, can be combined with the 
unisex softshell jacket (990F0-BLU52-Size) 
by means of zip- in function. 
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-BLU62-Size

7 Blue Team men‘s polo-shirt
cotton, unisex
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-BLU22-Size

7

8 Blue Team T-shirt
cotton, unisex 
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-BLU12-Size

10 11

51

9 Paddock shoes
comfortable suede 
training shoes,
sizes: 36–45

990F0-BLU90-Size

9

10 Blue Team tank top
cotton, 
sizes: XS–XL

990F0-BLU42-Size

8

11 Blue Team men‘s shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-BLU32-Size

12 Blue Team ladies‘ shirt
cotton, (no illustration) 
sizes: S–L

990F0-BLU32-L-Size



 

Leisure
Yellow 

Collection
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2

1

5

3

4

8

53

1 Yellow Team functional jacket 
100 % polyester, laminated teslan, 
column-tested waterproof / breathable  
to up to 3000 mm,  can be combined  
with the unisex softshell jacket 
(990F0-YEL52-Size) by means of zip-in 
function.
sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-YEL62-Size

2 Yellow Team softshell jacket
polyester, unisex, sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-YEL52-Size

3 Yellow Team cap
cotton, one size

990F0-YEL02-CAP

4  Yellow Team T-shirt
cotton, sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-YEL12-Size

5  Yellow Team shirt
cotton, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-YEL32-Size

6 Yellow Team ladies‘ shirt
cotton, (no illustration) 
sizes: S–L

990F0-YEL32-L-Size

7 Yellow Team polo shirt
cotton, sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-YEL22-Size

8 Yellow Team ladies‘ tank top
cotton / spandex,
sizes: XS–XL

990F0-YEL42-Size

7



54

Leisure
Black 

Collection

55

1  Men‘s parka
polyester, iPod®1-pocket, 
mobile phone pocket, detachable hood, 
detachable polar fur, brown, 
sizes: S–3XL

990F0-BLA80-Size

1

2  Scandinavian sweatshirt
acrylic, brown, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-BLA60-Size

2

1

1iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 



   

56

3 Men‘s sweatshirt
cotton, black, sizes: S–3XL

990F0-BLA45-Size

Leisure
Black 

Collection

3

57

4

5

4 Softshell jacket
polyester, column-tested waterproof / 
breathable to up to 3000 mm, can be 
combined with unisex multifunctional  
windbreaker (990F0-BLA90-Size) by 
means of  zip-in function. Unisex, black, 
sizes: XS–3XL

 990F0-BLA70-Size

5 Multifunctional windbreaker
laminated teslan, column-tested waterproof / breathable to 
up to 3000 mm, can be combined with the unisex softshell 
jacket (990F0-BLA70-Size) by means of zip-in function. 
Unisex, black, sizes: XS–3XL

990F0-BLA90-Size



58

8 Ladies‘ polo shirt
95 % cotton / 5% elastane, black, 
sizes: XS–XL

990F0-BLA05-Size

7

7 Pin-stripe cap
cotton, black
one size

990F0-BLA00-CAP

9 Men‘s shirt
cotton, black
sizes: S–3XL

990F0-BLA35-Size

Leisure
Black 

Collection

6

6  Lanyard
PVC / metal, black
one size

990F0-BLA00-LAN

8

59

10 Men‘s polo shirt
cotton, black,
sizes: S–3XL

990F0-BLA25-Size

9 10



Practical, protective, precious, 
playful and plenty more. Our cool 
accessories really know how to 
make you fall in love with the 
Suzuki Way of Life! all over again.

More
Accessories

Jewellery
Model Cars



More
Accessories
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3

2

6 Umbrella
Automatic mechanism, 
full size, black

990F0-UMBRE-LLA

1 Backpack
Conquer the great outdoors with 
this sturdy all-rounder: from ergo-
nomically formed bottle holder 
to eyelet-fitted pockets for your 
 mobile phone, intercom or MP3 
 player, integrated rainhood, helmet 
net and enough space for your 
 laptop, this practical Suzuki back-
pack  makes sure your stuff stays 
dry and in one piece - what ever 
adventure you may embark on. 
black / grey.

990F0-BACKP-ACK

2 Travel hold-all / sports bag
with ventilated shoe compartment, 
volume approx. 48 litres, 
silver / black

990F0-SPORT-BCK

7
5 Easy shopping bag

Can be hung to fit across the 
full width of a shopping trolley.
Rolled up, it is no bigger 
than a pocket umbrella.
black

990F0-SHOPP-BCK 
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5

6

4

7 Pocket umbrella
Black fold umbrella with rubber 
handle that opens and closes at 
the push of a button.
black

990F0-SMALL-UMB

3 Trolley case 
Discover this practical aluminium hard top 
case with integrated telescopic trolley  
 locking system, zipper front pockets and 
high-quality details such as a plastic double 
handle and low noise skating wheels. 
(h 53 cm / w 37 cm / d 27 cm)

990F0-TROLL-010

4 Maglight
Lightweight with 2D cell, 
25 cm long, black

990F0-FLASH-LIG

1



More
Accessories
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9 Ladies wristwatch
Sleek times: white watch face and black 
leather strap combo with silver stainless-
steel, splash-proof case.  

990F0-WATCH-LAD

10 Sports wristwatch 
Athletic times: stainless steel 
beauty and splash-proof case. 
Watch with day, date and 
24 hour face and black rubber 
band, packed in a metal box.

990F0-WATCH-ME3

8 Wall-mounted clock
Synthetic case and glass, 
diameter approx. 31.5 cm, 
branded clockwork mechanism

990F0-WATCH-WAL
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12 Toaster 
Burns the S-Mark on your morning toast! 
Enjoy the great taste.
white / red / blue

990F0-STOAS-TER

15 Branding iron 
Leave your S-Mark on every
steak that comes off your 
 barbecue! 40 cm long, complete 
with wooden handle and black, 
non-woven bag.

990F0-BURNI-TON

10

11 Mug 
Stylish angles and high-quality 
porcelain for every morning. 
Enjoy your 0.36 ml of coffee.

990F0-MUG00-WOL

12

13 USB 2.0 stick 
1 GB memory, USB extension 
cable, blue / aluminium

990F0-USBST-1GB

17

16

16 Alpina sunglasses – Sporty
Sporty designer sunglasses with grey 
UV-protective ceramic glass and 
 high-quality, hard-shell case.

990F0-SUNGL-005

17 Alpina sunglasses - classic
Sporty, classic sunglasses with 
grey UV-protective ceramic glass. 
A high-quality, hard-shell case is 
included.

990F0-SUNGL-004 

14 Plush S
red, plush, approx. 35 cm

990F0-PLUSH-00S
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18 Leatherman Blast
with Suzuki logo

990F0-LEATH-MAN

1813 14

15
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22 SX4 rubber keyring

990F0-99SX4-000

25 Swift rubber keyring

990F0-RALLY-KEY

26 Swift rubber keyring

990F0-SWIFT-KEY

27 Splash rubber keyring

990F0-SP000-KEY

28 Suzuki rubber keyring

990F0-WAYOL-KEY

20

24 GSX-R 600 rubber keyring

990F0-GSXR0-KEY

24
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19 Splash metal keyring

990F0-SPLSH-KEY

20 GSR rubber keyring

990F0-GSR00-KEY

21 Alto rubber keyring

990F0-AL000-KEY

19

23 Grand Vitara rubber keyring 

990F0-NGV00-KEY

25

28

21

More
Accessories
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29 Suzuki WRC race track by Carrera
includes 2 Suzuki SX4 cars (white and 
yellow), 11 metres of race track  including 
special rally track

Part No. 990F0-CARRA-000

29

21

27
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More 
Jewellery 

Leather, steel, silver – and 
a design as unmistakable as 
the S-Mark itself. Original Suzuki 
jewellery is a tempting present to 
give your loved ones – and your-
self, of course.

2 Pendant ”S” white
Sterling silver (925)

big 
990F0-CHA04-000

small 
990F0-CHA03-000

42

5

3

6 Suzuki ”S” chain pendant
steel incl. leather braid, 
42 cm long (adjustable)

990F0-ANH01-000

7 Chain GSX-R pendant
Stainless steel 
incl. leather braid,
42 cm long (adjustable)

990F0-ANH02-000

1 Charm bracelet
20 cm, Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CAR01-000

6

3 Pendant ”Ignition Key” 
silver
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CHA07-000

4 Pendant ”GSX-R” silver
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CHA06-000

5 Pendant ”S” silver
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CHA05-000

8 Charmholder
incl. textile braid
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CTR01-000

7

1

8



More
Model Cars
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High time to unleash the 
child in you: these quality 
Suzuki models are game – but 
only while stocks last.

1 Swift
Bright Red 
Scale 1:87

990E0-62J59-000

Scale 1:43 (no ill.)
990E0-62J71-000

21

7

5 6

7 Swift Rally*
yellow 
Scale 1:43

99000-79N12-MNC

3 SX4
Ocean Light Blue Pearl Metallic
Scale 1:43

990E0-79J51-000

5 SX4
Sunlight Copper Pearl Metallic
Scale 1:87

990E0-79J45-000

6 Grand Vitara
Silky Silver Metallic
Scale 1:87

990E0-65J26-000

2 Grand Vitara
Bluish Black
Scale 1:43

990E0-65J27-000

3

4

4 SX4 WRC Concept*
white / blue
Scale 1:43

99000-990D8-SX4
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*while stocks last




